
Why we use R:

• R is free
• R is popular and it is currently the « standard ».
• R is powerful and flexible.
• The R community is very strong, at all levels: if you think your question might be silly, it is almost certain that

someone has been silly before you.

What do we do with R:
• Dataset treatment (much better than on exel).
• Stats (oh, yes. But not necessarily today).
• Graphics.

How do we use R:
• Install R (https://cran.r-project.org).
• Install RStudio (optional to mandatory: https://www.rstudio.com/).
• Install packages (or libraries: CRAN network and Bioconductor).
• Run updates for R, RStudio and packages.



R works on command prompt
(« ligne de commande »)



R works on command prompt
(« ligne de commande »)

• R powerful and flexible, but you’ll need to know what to type in.
• You will have  a Working Directory and a workspace (« .Rdata »).
• You will use functions, and functions have arguments, which might be optional or mandatory.
• You may search for help of a function by doing ?myfunction, help(myfunction) or ??myfunction.
• Packages are groups of functions devoted to something in particular, large or narrow.

• You will use functions to create, deal with or modify an object (i.e. dataset).
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• Vectors might be:  
logic, (TRUE/FALSE)
integer, double (or numeric),
character (including factors).

• A list is a combination of any of 
those structures, including lists
themshelves, each of them arranged
in a « drawer » in the list.

• A data frame is in fact a particular
case of a list, in which every drawer
is a vector of the same size as all the 
other vectors in the list.



A list: an example

Drawer #1: a vector Drawer #3: a matrix

Drawer #7: a list, why not?
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• A particular case of a list in which all drawers keep vectors of the same size, yielding rows and columns
• But because every drawer is independent, the nature of each vector might be different: numbers, character, factors… 
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A data frame

• A particular case of a list in which all drawers keep vectors of the same size, yielding rows and columns
• But because every drawer is independent, the nature of each vector might be different: numbers, letters, factors… 

Remember: in a matrix,
all data are of the same
nature
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Enough talking,

bRing it on!



www.tidyverse.org



http://hadley.nz/



www.tidyverse.org/packages



Counterintuitive features in tidyverse for the old-school R users:

• Data must be a data frame.
• rownames are reluctantly accepted
• column index are not accepted.
• ggplot2 does not accept by itself more than one independent plot on each page.
• ggplot does not perform pie charts (this is, in my view, a good thing).

All those « issues », except the last one, can be circumvented.



An important syntax feature in tidyverse:



Roman François

Outside tidyverse
Inside tidyverse



The logic behind ggplot2:
a strongly object-oriented graphics package, 
with a sound underlying graphic grammar.



str(mtcars)

'data.frame': 32 obs. of  11 variables:
$ mpg : num  21 21 22.8 21.4 18.7 18.1 14.3 24.4 22.8 19.2 ...
$ cyl : num  6 6 4 6 8 6 8 4 4 6 ...
$ disp: num  160 160 108 258 360 ...
$ hp  : num  110 110 93 110 175 105 245 62 95 123 ...
$ drat: num  3.9 3.9 3.85 3.08 3.15 2.76 3.21 3.69 3.92 3.92 ...
$ wt  : num  2.62 2.88 2.32 3.21 3.44 ...
$ qsec: num  16.5 17 18.6 19.4 17 ...
$ vs  : num  0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 ...
$ am  : num  1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
$ gear: num  4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 ...
$ carb: num  4 4 1 1 2 1 4 2 2 4 ...

head (mtcars)

mpg cyl disp hp drat wt qsec vs am gear carb
Mazda RX4         21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.620 16.46  0    1      4      4
Mazda RX4 Wag 21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.875 17.02  0    1      4      4
Datsun 710        22.8   4  108   93 3.85 2.320 18.61  1    1      4      1
Hornet 4 Drive    21.4   6  258 110 3.08 3.215 19.44  1    0      3      1
Hornet Sportabout 18.7   8  360 175 3.15 3.440 17.02  0    0      3      2
Valiant 18.1   6  225 105 2.76 3.460 20.22  1    0      3      1

Just one example



ggplot(mtcars, aes(x=mpg,y=hp)) + 
geom_point(aes(colour = cyl, size=carb, 
shape=factor(gear)))

plot(mtcars$mpg,mtcars$hp,
col=mtcars$cyl-3,
pch=mtcars$gear+15,
cex=mtcars$carb/3)



ggplot2 is an R package for producing statistical, or data, graphics, but

it is unlike most other graphics packages because it has a deep underlying

grammar. This grammar, based on the Grammar of Graphics (Wilkinson,

2005), is composed of a set of independent components that can be composed

in many different ways. This makes ggplot2 very powerful, because you are

not limited to a set of pre-specified graphics, but you can create new graphics

that are precisely tailored for your problem. This may sound overwhelming,

but because there is a simple set of core principles and very few special cases,

ggplot2 is also easy to learn (although it may take a little time to forget your

preconceptions from other graphics tools).

(…)

ggplot2 is designed to work in a layered fashion, starting with a layer

showing the raw data then adding layers of annotations and statistical summaries.

It allows you to produce graphics using the same structured thinking that you use to design 

an analysis, reducing the distance between a plot in your head and one on the page. It is 

especially helpful for students who have not yet developed the structured approach to 

analysis used by experts.

ggplot2 introduction (by Hadley Wickham)



# ggplot(data = <DATA>, 
#        aes(x = <X AXIS VARIABLE>,
#            y = <Y AXIS VARIABLE>, ... ), ...) +

#   geom_<TYPE>(aes(size = <SIZE VARIABLE>, ...),
#               data = <DATA>,
#               stat = <FUNCTION>,
#               position = <POSITION>,
#               color = <"COLOR">, ...) +

#   scale_<AESTHETIC>_<TYPE>(name = <NAME>,
#                            breaks = <WHERE>,
#                            labels = <LABELS>, ... ) +

#   theme(...) +
#   facet_<TYPE>(<FORMULA>)

ggplot2 plot structure



https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=hadley+wicham

http://adv-r.had.co.nz/http://ggplot2.org/
http://ggplot2.org/resources/2007-past-present-future.pdf
http://ggplot2.org/resources/2007-vanderbilt.pdf
http://docs.ggplot2.org/current/
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